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A Message From the Wheelhouse
Thanks for checking out Issue #9 of The Lookout, our periodic
newsletter covering wide ranging topics that are historical,
technical, and relevant to our diving community in
Massachusetts Bay. This issue includes articles on CCR
diluent gas considerations, the wreck of the Snetind, as well
as highlights from our 2016 summer diving season of
exploration and great dives on local shipwrecks in Stellwagen
Bank National Marine Sanctuary and Massachusetts Bay!

Copyright © 2016
Northern Atlantic Dive
Expeditions, Inc.

We’d like to thank all our customers and crew for your
continued support and participation aboard Gauntlet. The
2017 diving season will be an exciting one. We hope that
you’ll join us on our adventures whether you are looking for
training or just some great wreck diving off the coast of New
England!

All Rights Reserved

We hope you enjoy this issue of The Lookout!

Scott Tomlinson
Tim Maxwell

Heather and Dave
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The Strange Story of the Snetind and Mrs. Ann Winsor Sherwin
Often, the story of a shipwreck is about the vessel itself—the type of vessel, the purpose it served
and the events that led to its demise are the focus of our interests. And there are those shipwrecks
so compelling that we dig deeper to learn about the people that were aboard the vessel at the time of
its sinking to appreciate the human experience and the consequent impact of the loss. Examples that
come to mind in thinking of these things are the stories of the loss of the Titanic, Empress of Ireland
and Britannic, among others. There are the lesser-known stories as well, ones that have not made a
mark upon history or have not become a symbol reflecting the times or the event itself, but rather are
a commentary on the human experience and hardships of life. The story of the Snetind is one such
story.
The story of the Snetind began long before the vessel sank and has little to do with its life in service
as a four-masted schooner. The story of the Snetind begins with Ann Winsor Sherwin. Born in July of
1882 in Stanton, Michigan to
Franklin Knowlton Winsor and
Anna (Johnson) Winsor, Ina Ann
Winsor (“Ann Winsor”) was the
eldest child and sibling to three
younger brothers.
Based on a 1910 U.S. Census,
Ann Winsor had been living in
New York City. The historical
record does not state how she
met her husband, but on January
20, 1910, Ann Winsor married
Louis Sherwin in Hoboken, New
Jersey, becoming his second
wife. Ann gave birth to a
daughter, Sylvia Winsor Sherwin
on May 6, 1909, in Manhattan,
Ann Winsor Sherwin and her son William aboard the Snetind.
New York City. While no evidence
to this effect has been located,
one might speculate the marriage
of Louis and Ann was a consequence of an unplanned pregnancy, as Sylvia was born several
months before their January 1910 marriage. Additionally, Louis Sherwin divorced his first wife,
actress Maude Fealy, in September 1909, a few months after the birth of Sylvia. Louis and Ann went
on to have two more children, Daphne in 1911, and William in 1912. However, in order to appreciate
the plight of Ann Winsor Sherwin and how she came to live aboard the Snetind, one must get to
know Louis Sherwin.
Born October 17, 1882, in London, England, as Hugo Louis Sherwin Goerlitz, Sherwin was the eldest
child of impresario Hugo Heinrich Ludwig Göerlitz of Birkenfeld, Germany, and the former Frances
Amy Lillian Sherwin, a renowned opera singer. Sherwin, raised “on tour” with his parents, was highly
educated and said to have been fluent in four languages. Eventually though, Sherwin set out on his
own, dropped his German first and surname, and immigrated to the United States in 1902 to begin a
career as a writer. Sherwin moved to New York City in 1909 where he became a noted and
respected staff writer for The New York Evening Globe as an outspoken drama, performing arts, and
film critic. There, he met and married Ann Winsor, with whom he had three children as described
above. However, by 1914, Louis Sherwin had abandoned Ann and their three children to pursue his
professional and romantic ambitions.
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Thus, Ann and her children were evicted from their home in Manhattan. They became homeless and
sought refuge wherever they could. Ann earned a meager income by writing short stories and
working as an interior decorator. According to a memorial record, “In 1922, she and her children were
living in a previously abandoned mill house on the Beekman Estate, at Oyster Bay, Long Island in
New York. Broke, and not having paid rent in six months, efforts were made to evict her and her
children from the mill. During this period, her estranged husband, Louis, now a screenwriter for
Samuel Goldwyn Pictures in Hollywood, had publicly announced his engagement to film star Mary
Miles Minter. This [engagement] brought media attention to Ann Sherwin's plight and her truancy
issues with her children. As Louis was suing his wife for a divorce, she was evicted from the mill and
faced the truancy charges, and in the end, agreed to leave Nassau County to avoid further
prosecution. Ann refused to grant her husband a divorce, which voided his engagement, and she
countersued for support. A Los Angeles judge deemed her a paltry $140 per month compensation,
which was less than 1% of her husband's annual earnings” (In Memory of Ann Winsor, 2016). While
Louis Sherwin escaped any real financial responsibility for his family, a nearly destitute Ann Winsor
Sherwin and her son sought out a new home.
The J.H. Price Shipbuilding
Company in Seattle, Washington
constructed the Snetind in 1918
for the American Motor Schooner
Company., The Snetind originally
had either a gasoline or diesel
engine, which reflected
shipbuilding beginning to shift
from wind to engine. Ironically, a
refit performed by the Percy and
Small shipyard in Bath, Maine
around 1920 resulted in the
removal of the engine and fuel
tanks, thus converting the 234foot long Snetind into a smaller
sailing vessel. The Snetind came
to be owned by the Mykrona
Navigation Corporation and The Snetind, frozen in at the dock along Boston’s waterfront.
transported coal. By 1926, the
Snetind had suffered enough
damage from storms that the vessel appeared to be falling out of fitness for service. In 1927,
ownership changed again, but Snetind never saw service and soon thereafter in 1928 became a
derelict vessel along Boston’s waterfront.
While berthed at a wharf in Boston, the Snetind became home to Ann Winsor Sherwin and her son,
William around 1930. Living as squatter aboard the decrepit and abandoned Snetind, she operated
an arts and crafts store for several years, although she had planned to sail to the South Seas as
soon as she could afford to purchase the sails—a crazy notion considering the condition of the
Snetind. In 1934, the self-described “poetess” Ann purchased the Snetind for $250 and continued to
live aboard the vessel with her “slightly dysfunctional son” and dog, Mr. Margolis (Quinn, 1996, pg.
151). In 1936, a successful court order resulted in the removal of the vessel from the wharf and
ordered its placement on a mooring off Castle Island; however, Ann and her son continued to live
aboard the schooner. There were numerous unsuccessful attempts to evict them from the ship, but
Ann persisted in living onboard the schooner. “Their odyssey of defiance and triumph was played out
as a human interest story; frequently syndicated in America's newspapers during the Great
Depression. In 1936, Ann was granted ownership of the derelict vessel, scoring a victory in the face
of adversity, despite the ship’s structural woes, her legal entanglements, and those who wanted to
see them simply go away” (In Memory of Ann Winsor, 2016).
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Although a 1935 winter gale tore the Snetind from its mooring and wrecked the vessel upon
Spectacle Island, Ann and William continued to live aboard the wreck until the early 1940s. After
William entered the Army through the draft, illness forced Ann ashore. The available historical record
contained no details about her illness. In 1947, the abandoned and derelict Snetind caught fire and
burned on Spectacle Island. After the fire, little of the Snetind remained, and eventually a judge
ordered the blackened schooner wrecked and sunk off Boston. Per an article published by the
Associated Press and appearing in the Richmond-Times Dispatch on Sunday, July 22, 1951, a tug
towed the Snetind out to be sunk amidst crowds lining the beaches as she passed by. Archival news
clippings and books describing the Snetind say little about Ann Winsor Sherwin, her health, and
whether she was aware of the Snetind’s fate. The lonely ghost ship sank as a scuttled wreck on July
21, 1951. “An old dead schooner, with a patch of flowers on her black deck, was sent to the bottom
of the sea today and a strange story went down with her” (Richmond-Times Dispatch, 1951, p. 24).
What became of Ann Winsor Sherwin’s life after the Snetind? In the early 1950s, at about age 80,
she reportedly lived in Virginia. The details of her death are unknown. William served as a technician
in the Army, married twice, and did not appear have children. He died in Virginia in 1985 and is
buried in Arlington National Cemetery in Virginia. Louis Sherwin went on to marry for a third time,
although not to silent screen actress Mary Miles Minter, to whom he had been engaged at the time
he left Ann Winsor Sherwin. Louis Sherwin later worked for NBC radio personality and news host
Lowell Thomas at Rockefeller Center, New York City, as his research consultant, scriptwriter, and
editor. Louis Sherwin also served as a proclamations officer for 28 years, which included being a
speechwriter for New York Governor Thomas Edmund Dewey. Upon his retirement in 1971, he
served as a consultant to New York Governor's Nelson Rockefeller, and Hugh Carey. Louis Sherwin
died in 1978 at the Albany Medical Center Hospital of aspiration pneumonia (Louis Sherwin, 2016).
On July 21, 1951, the Snetind’s
life as a shipwreck began. The
Snetind sank into 190 feet of
water off Boston. Divers
discovered and explored the
shipwreck in the 1990s when
sport diving evolved to allow for
excursions into deeper water
through technical diving. Perhaps
in keeping with the defiant spirit
of Ann Winsor Sherwin, the
Snetind stands high off the
bottom and is among the few
semi-intact wooden schooners in
Massachusetts Bay. The wreck
sits upright on a mud bottom with
approximately 20 feet of relief.
W h i l e t h e s t e r n e n d h a s The burned and wrecked Snetind awaiting its fate.
collapsed, and the end of the
bow is broken off, the hull is
otherwise solidly intact. In many places, the decking is intact, although it is patchy and in some areas
the deck only partially remains with large beams framing an otherwise open area. One can easily
enter the wreck where the collapsed area begins near the stern and swim the entire remaining length
of the wreck inside the hull. Artifacts can be found on top of the deck and throughout the wreck, a
reminder that the Snetind was not just a scuttled derelict schooner barge, but also a home to Ann
Winsor Sherwin and her son. Indeed, the wreck of the Snetind reminds us of the past and keeps the
strange story of Mrs. Ann Winsor Sherwin alive nearly 65 years after the sinking.
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A diver displaying what was perhaps one of Ann
Winsor Sherwin’s milk bottles

________________________________________________________________________________

Summer Diving Highlights
Once again, this season’s summer diving highlights included some great diving in Stellwagen Bank
National Marine Sanctuary, as well as several open circuit and CCR training classes conducted
a b o a r d G a u n t l e t ! We a l s o
traveled to the island of Sardinia,
Italy in September for a great
wreck diving vacation!
Stellwagen Bank Diving:
This year, we visited the wreck of
the Unidentified Trawler, which is
still an unknown shipwreck
despite efforts to identify it. On
our dive in 2015, after a prior
season without a visit, we
discovered the mooring had
moved quite significantly and is in
danger of moving further and
further from the wreck site. This
location is different from other
shallow wreck locations in that
Issue 9
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the bottom appears to be slightly different composition, which results in more sand movement due to
currents and ocean storms. Thus, the pyramid-style mooring block becomes dislodged from the sand
and is prone to movement. We had hoped to remedy this situation in 2016, but due to weather and
schedules we were unable to
coordinate the effort with the
Sanctuary to relocate the
mooring. However, this is on the
to-do list for 2017 and we will
publish a revised site map once
the mooring has been repositioned. The good news is the
mooring did not appear to have
move from its current position as
of this past summer.
We also made two trips to the
wreck of the North Star. Last
year, we reported that the stern
piece had gone missing. Several
sand-sweeps turned up nothing,
although on several of the search
Found! Heavily sanded in, the stern piece of the F/V North Star is still within
dives in 2015 and early 2016, we
the footprint of the wreck site’s debris field.
were hampered by strong current
and low visibility. The Sanctuary
staff relocated the missing piece
with the R/V Auk while out doing survey work. So, we’re happy to report that the missing piece has
been found; it moved a fair
distance in a direction we
obviously weren’t looking in.
While it’s great to have this
wreck’s footprint intact again, it
does highlight an issue that could
lead to the potential destruction
of some of these shallow-water
dive sites on the bank. Continued
impact from commercial fishing
gear tears apart these small
wrecks that are already debris
fields. Prohibition of fishing
around these shipwrecks will not
occur, therefore the Sanctuary
needs to strategize on how to
help get the word out to the
fishing community these wrecks
exist, share the positions and Dogfish are back in a big way in the Sanctuary. Schools of them literally
hope with this knowledge they swarmed the wreck of the Patriot this summer.
can do a better job of avoiding
them with their gear.
In a final update about Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary, in June Heather Knowles
became the Chairperson of the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary Advisory Council (SAC).
Stellwagen is one of fourteen national marine sanctuaries and the Council is made up of 17 voting
members across constituencies such as diving, maritime heritage, commercial and recreational
fishing, whale watching, marine transportation, business/industry, education, research, conservation
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and at-large public. In addition, there is one non-voting youth member, and six governmental exofficio members. This is a great “win” for divers to not only have diving representation on the
Council, but to have a diver in a leadership position. Heather has served on the SAC since 2008 and
has also previously served as a member of the Executive Committee in the roles of Vice-Chair and
Secretary. As Chair, she plans to keep advocating for diving in the Sanctuary.
NAUI Technical Diver Training and Updates on the Hollis Prism 2
This season brought more technical training for both
open-circuit and CCR classes for the Hollis Prism 2
and SMI Prism Topaz. Courses running over the
summer included NAUI Technical Diver (Advanced
Nitrox, Decompression Procedures and Helitrox), as
well as Basic CCR and Mixed Gas CCR. It was a busy
season of teaching and learning with more to come
next year. And remember, if you’re interested in the
Hollis Prism 2, we can arrange private demos with you
for $75 to cover the cost of consumables. If you buy a
unit through us, we’ll apply the $75 towards your
training!
In other exciting news, the Hollis Prism 2 will soon be
available with back-mounted counter lungs. Hollis sent
us a prototype set, which will likely be the marketed
product, and we had a chance to dive them recently.
Overall, they look very promising with what seemed to
be a clean configuration and good work of breathing.
We’re looking forward to learning more about them and
purchasing a set for our local Prism 2 divers to try out.
So, if you’re considering the Hollis Prism 2, you should
soon have the option to select either standard overthe-shoulder style counter lungs or back-mounted
counter lungs!

Heather suiting up for a demo dive with the Hollis
Prism 2 back-mounted counter lungs

Sardinia, Italy
In September, we traveled to
Sardinia, Italy to dive amazing
shipwrecks in the
Mediterranean Sea and
Tyrrhenian Sea. The diving in
Sardinia is awesome—clear,
warm water and intact WWII
casualty shipwrecks, plus
incredible food and great
people. It was the perfect
diving vacation!
We’ll be presenting on our trip
at Beneath the Sea in
Secaucus, NJ in March. Hope
to see you there!
Decompressing in the clear blue water of Sardinia after a great dive!
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Exploration Report
We continued to explore
unidentified shipwrecks under our
Memorandum of Agreement for
collaborative research with with
Stellwagen Bank National Marine
Sanctuary. While we did not dive
as many targets as we did last
year, we dived an extremely
interesting shipwreck that
appears to be a historic wreck.
Weather and poor conditions
hampered our progress, but this
The exploration team after a great dive on an unidentified shipwreck.
wreck will be our primary focus
for 2017, along with continuing to
chip away at the list of unidentified sonar targets. More details to come in 2017!
________________________________________________________________________________

Considerations for Management of CCR Diluent Gas
Closed circuit rebreather (CCR) divers often debate bail-out planning and strategies, such as
assumptions to calculate the required off-board gas volumes, and equipment configurations.
However, planning for on-board gas usage is more challenging and consequently, divers often
determine their required gas volumes based on experience. There are reliable methods to calculate
expected oxygen consumption (not discussed herein), but not for expected diluent consumption. This
is, in part, because diluent consumption is highly variable and depends on both the individual diver
and the dive profile. This article provides a review of diluent planning and management strategies,
and configuration options to enable utilization of off-board gas as diluent.
This article is generally written from an open water diving perspective. Most of the strategies
discussed herein apply to cave diving, but we do not address all the special considerations
associated with cave diving.
ON-BOARD DILUENT
CCR on-board diluent is used for lowering the partial pressure of oxygen (PO2) and provide the
desired gas mix (i.e., helium content [FHe], not discussed herein) in the breathing loop, providing
sufficient breathing loop volume, and buoyancy control device (BCD) inflation. Since diluent is used
to maintain PO2 in the loop, it is desirable that it have a PO2 several tenths less than the CCR PO2
setpoint at depth to allow rapid loop PO2 reduction without using excessive gas volume.
Most CCRs in a stock configuration use relatively small 19-23 cu ft cylinders for on-board oxygen
and diluent. Under routine conditions, the cylinder provides sufficient diluent for two to three dives,
although it provides insufficient bail-out volume if it supplies a bail-out valve (BOV). However,
unexpected profiles or issues (e.g., saw-tooth dive profiles, mask clearing, diluent flush, BOV freeIssue 9
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flow, etc.) can result in total depletion of on-board
diluent and thus a CCR diver should have a mitigation
strategy.
What problems might arise when on-board diluent is
completely depleted? The CCR diver will lose the
ability to reduce PO2, control loop volume, and inflate
the BCD. A diver can accommodate these issues to a
degree by inhaling from the BOV (if connected to offboard gas) or an off-board bail-out regulator, and
exhaling into the loop and/or BCD. Under normal
circumstances this is manageable for a skilled diver.
For less skilled divers or skilled divers under stress,
this seemingly manageable task may prove to be too
difficult and result in a serious or fatal accident.
DILUENT GAS MANAGEMENT
Most training materials offer very little guidance on
diluent planning. The manual “CCR Trimix Simplified”
states, “It is fairly hard to calculate the actual amount
of a diluent a diver will use. … It is a good idea to
keep track of your dive depth and time and diluent
usage to come up [with] your own personal dive
usage” (Clark, 2007, p. 48). While such a statement in
an excellent manual and otherwise detailed chapter When plugging in bail-out, it is critical the
describing dive planning seems to gloss over the appropriate gas is plugged in and cylinders are
topic, it reinforces the notion that diluent is indeed properly labeled.
influenced by many factors, some of which may have
substantial impact on on-board supply, and that we lack a good method for planning. Commonly
used dive planning software also lacks functionality to estimate on-board oxygen and diluent use.
There are rules of thumb for on-board diluent management while diving (e.g., turn at a pre-defined
pressure), but no good planning tools. With open circuit, one can use assumptions of depth and
surface air consumption (SAC) rate to calculate the required gas volume relative to time. Since there
is no diluent SAC when diving a CCR, such a calculation is not applicable. Despite the lack of diluent
planning rules in diving manuals and dive planning software, there are some reasonable practices to
mitigate the risk of depleting on-board diluent, including:
• Keep track of on-board gas consumption for various dive profiles and conditions, as recommended
by Clark. Apply that knowledge of your personal usage when planning dives.
• Start dives with full cylinders. If doing a second dive with partially depleted cylinders, assess
whether there is sufficient gas remaining based on your typical consumption and reasonably
anticipated unknowns/issues.
• Use appropriately sized cylinders for the dive. For example, 13 cu ft cylinders might not be
appropriate for a deeper dive, dives with saw-tooth profiles (e.g., cave dives), and/or multiple dives.
• Avoid being over-weighted, as this will increase gas consumption for buoyancy control (note, this
can be difficult to avoid if using multiple bail-out cylinders, or steel bail-out cylinders).
• Consider the environment and execution of the dive (e.g., cave dive with significant changes in
depth, an extremely deep dive, dives with high flow/current, etc.)
Issue 9
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• Consider and practice methods to compensate for depleted on-board diluent.
• Consider a CCR configuration that allows easily access of off-board gas to use as diluent. Such a
configuration provides significant safety margin and adds versatility when traveling.
USE OF OFF-BOARD GAS
The relatively small on-board diluent volume and potential consequences of running out makes it
prudent to use a CCR configuration that allows access to off-board gas (typically bail-out gas). The
ability to access off-board gas that can serve as diluent creates options and having options can
mean the difference between bailing-out or staying on the loop, and in the most extreme
circumstances, the difference between life and death. The ability to access off-board gas offers the
following advantages:
• Increases the total volume of diluent available for a dive, which decreases the risk of depleting the
diluent.
• Allows for use of a different diluent (e.g., air or helium mix) that can be useful when traveling.
• Provides adequate gas for semi-closed operation should that be required.
The mingling of bail-out gas and diluent gas is, like most things in diving, a somewhat controversial
topic. In general, diluent is diluent and bail-out is bail-out. The gases serve different purposes and,
therefore, often have different PO2 and helium targets. Bail-out gas (bottom gas) typically has a
target PO2 in the range of 1.2-1.4 ATA (some use as low as 1.0 and as high as 1.6 ATA), which can
make it ineffective as a diluent gas at maximum depth since the PO2 is too similar to, and in some
cases above, the CCR PO2
setpoint that is commonly 1.2-1.3
ATA for most profiles. The FHe of
the bail-out gas may or may not
match the diluent depending on
the diver’s bail-out
decompression strategy.
In the case of depletion of onboard diluent gas, bail-out gas
will solve the immediate
problems by allowing the diver to
maintain the PO2 at a safe level
(although it may require a
complete loop flush), control
breathing loop volume, and
inflate the BCD. Bail-out gas is
often not an ideal diluent, but it
will allow a diver to avoid an onboard diluent “out of gas”
situation.

Configuring a CCR to have an additional source of diluent that is easily
accessible adds a safety factor. Make sure everyone in your team and the
crew is familiar with your set up.

Not all uses of off-board bail-out gas as diluent are to manage problems. In some cases, it is done
for practical purposes or part of a decompression strategy. In extremely deep dives, switching to a
diluent with lower FHe might be desirable to accelerate decompression and transition the body off a
high FHe mix. When diving in remote locations or where gas fills are limited/expensive, “plugging in”
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an off-board gas to use as a diluent is a way to reduce the number of fills required on a trip and/or
manage the diluent mix is used on specific dives.
Finally, being able to use bail-out gas to supply the
CCR allows for semi-closed operation for more than
a few minutes. Only in the most extreme
circumstances would one opt for semi-closed
operation versus bailing-out. However, should it be
required, the ability to access off-board gas will
make semi-closed operation possible for a
significantly extended period compared to what
would be possible using on-board diluent only.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR CONFIGURING OFFBOARD SUPPLY
A CCR can be configured to access off-board gas to
use as diluent in a few ways:
• Addition of a manual add valve, like a drysuit
inflation valve, to receive a standard quickdisconnect low pressure hose. For over-theshoulder style counterlungs this may require the
addition of a manual inflation valve if a preexisting one is not conveniently located. For
back-mounted counterlungs (BMCLs), an
additional port may already exist depending on
the manual add valve (MAV) design. This Diver plugged into bail-out gas with a high-flow
configuration requires a low-pressure hose on the Swagelok QC-6 connector. He is also using a BOV.
bail-out gas with a standard quick disconnect
fitting. This configuration does not supply the BCD or a BOV.
• Addition of a low-pressure hose to the diluent first stage regulator with a high-flow quick-connect
fitting, commonly a Swagelok QC-6 fitting, with an in-line on/off valve. This configuration requires a
low pressure hose on the bail-out cylinder regulator with the pairing high-flow quick-connect fitting.
The inline valve is necessary to isolate the bail-out gas from the CCR while still allowing the valve
on the bail-out gas to remain open for immediate use in an emergency.
In considering which one of these configurations to choose, one should also consider the holistic
configuration and how such an addition either complements or complicates the system. For example,
if a BMCL style CCR has a diluent MAV with an additional port, one could add a standard quickdisconnect fitting for off-board gas; such a configuration would not supply gas to the BCD or a BOV.
If there is a BOV in the system, a high-flow quick-connect fitting would already be required to supply
the BOV. Therefore, it may make sense to use a gas block to supply the BOV, diluent, and BCD
through the one high-flow fitting. Many configurations will require in-line valves. Regardless of the
approach, one should be cautious not to create a busy, overly complicated system that may not be
very fault tolerant, meaning, one in which it is easy to make a mistake. Therefore, minimally, an offboard system should have the following attributes:
• The valve or connector is accessible and easy to connect/disconnect in the water.
• There is an isolation valve in the line if the gas will be plugged in at all times.
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• The hoses and connectors will provide adequate flow.
• All bail-out cylinders are properly labeled with gas contents near the neck of the tank and along the
cylinder to minimize the risk that the incorrect gas is plugged in, particularly if the diver has multiple
cylinders with off-board connectors.
OUR CONFIGURATION
Our CCR includes a BOV (see The Lookout, Edition 8); therefore, our system makes off-board gas
available to the BOV, CCR, and BCD. We have one hose from our diluent first stage regulator to a Yblock. The BOV and off-board gas are connected to the Y-block. There are in-line isolation valves on
the first stage and BOV sides of the Y-block, and a high-flow Swagelok QC-6 fitting (male)
connecting to the off-board gas. The male Swagelok QC-6 is a double-end shutoff (DESO) stem,
meaning it has an internal valve that shuts when uncoupled so that it does not leak gas or water. This
system enables us to supply off-board gas only to the BOV or only to the diluent first stage so it is
accessible to manage the loop or inflate the BCD, or to both the BOV and diluent first stage. We can
easily connect/disconnect the off-board gas in the water (i.e., to connect to a different cylinder or
hand-off a cylinder to another diver) and manipulate the two in-line isolation valves in the water. This
system increases volume of available diluent, and the isolation valves provide versatility when
traveling and also allow us to reduce the risk of accidentally breathing a hypoxic mix at/near the
surface.
For our system, we measured the flow rate of a dense gas through the system, compared to a highperforming regulator system, and performed qualitative evaluations while diving to convince
ourselves that our exact system on our exact CCR will provide satisfactory gas flow if demanded. It is
important to note that we only know that our system will work for us; any variation of the system may
not function as intended. Sometimes even small changes can make a big difference. As an example,
Swagelok QC-6 fittings have a designated flow direction that is female to male (counterintuitive to
many). Swagelok recommends against relying on these fittings for reverse flow (male to female)
because the fitting can unpredictably shut-off flow. While we know many divers use the fitting with a
reverse flow orientation with no problem, it does not mean that will always be the case. Regardless,
such a configuration is technically incorrect.
CLOSING THOUGHTS
Certainly, any configuration such as the one described above has its strengths and weaknesses. All
systems have the potential to create problems rather than solve them if there are errors in design or
use. These systems are to be considered “add on” and generally have not been formally tested. It is
important to recognize that these systems are not necessarily manufacturer endorsed and could void
any warranty associated with the CCR, and could be dangerous and fatal if not properly designed
and used. Therefore, the decision to add a simple or complex system to allow access to off-board
gas should only be done with full understanding and awareness. The assessment one must always
make in CCR diving is whether the benefits outweigh the risks, and whether the risks have been
minimized to the maximum extent possible.
—
Disclaimer: The views expressed in this article represent our opinions and are not a substitute for formal training and
mentoring. The off-board gas configurations described herein are schematic in nature and not recommended for use by
others without proper testing and training. Follow your manufacturer’s guidance on use of your CCR. Utilization of the
information provided herein is solely at the risk of the user.
References: Clark, M. (2007). CCR Trimix Simplified (Rev 2.0). Silent Scuba.
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